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U Wot Blud? Records are up to their seventh release, and what an amazing slab of forward 

thinking bass music it is. Change State step up to the mark with their Do You No Wrong EP, 

which comprises three tracks from across the deep house spectrum. 

The label encompasses everything from the slow and low 108 end right up to the 175 bpm 

bangers, focusing on providing a platform for talented new artists to breakthrough and show 

their music to the world. With artists ranging from DJ Melinki and Wizard to Sam Wills and 

Lington, U Wot Blud are always looking for fresh new talent to push – just like Change State. 

The joyous title track kicks things off, and is as deep and soulful as you like, echoing early 

influences like Inner City and Ten City. Moving and grooving across your speakers, this one 

eases you into the EP, despite being a strong, bass-driven track in its own right. All the 

components are there – breathy vocals and echoing drums, all put together with some killer 

synths. If this one isn’t already in your set, it will be soon. Essential music.   

Around You continues the theme, with a bump-and-hustle beat and perfectly pitched vocal 

sample. Again conjuring the feeling of the 80s/90s house scene, this one still manages to be 

bang up to date. U Wot Blud and Change State are proud of the progress they have made over 

the past year, and you’ll know why when you hear Around You. 

Completing the triumvirate is Breath, an anthem of immediate warmth and vitality. Grab 

yourself some space, take a step back, and allow this one to fully enter your consciousness. 

Beautiful sounds, soulful energy and a vibe brimming with life, Breath is simple but perfect. 

An amazing EP from Change State, Do You Know Wrong is sensational on a multitude of 

levels. Get it now. 

 

 

 

 

 


